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Abstract 
In this paper an algorithm is described for the computation of the dimensions of all irreducible 
components of an algebraic variety over a zero characteristic ground field. The variety is given 
as a set of zeros of a family of polynomials of degree less than d in n variables. The working 
time of the algorithm is polynomial in the size of the input and d”. @ 1997 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 1441.5 
0. Introduction 
In this paper an algorithm is described for the computation of the dimensions of all 
irreducible components of an algebraic variety over a zero characteristic ground field. 
The variety is given as a set of zeros of a family of polynomials of degree less than 
d in n variables. The working time of the algorithm is polynomial in the size of input 
and d”. This paper continues the work of Refs. [3-51 where the dimension of projective 
and affine varieties was computed. Here by the dimension of a variety we mean the 
maximum of the dimensions of their irreducible components. 
The problem of the computation of the dimension has attracted the attention of spe- 
cialists for approximately ten years. In [6] an algorithm is suggested for decomposing 
an algebraic variety into the irreducible components with the complexity polynomial 
in dn2. This algorithm has the best known bound for the complexity of the computation 
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of the dimension in the case of arbitrary characteristic. In [9, lo] a well parallelizable 
arithmetical network is constructed for the computation of the dimension in non-uniform 
polynomial sequential time in the size of input and d”. In the general case one can 
obtain from [9] only probabilistic algorithm with the complexity polynomial in d”. 
In [9] the problem also is stated to find an algorithm with a bitwise complexity d&c”). 
In [3-51 this problem is solved for varieties over fields of zero characteristic. In the 
present paper we consider a more general problem: to compute the dimensions of all 
irreducible components of a given algebraic variety. 
In the case of nonzero characteristic all the problems considered here are open. 
Another open problem is to compute within the time polynomial in the size of input 
and d” the dimension of a real algebraic variety, i.e., the dimension of the set of 
R-points of an algebraic variety defined over a subfield of R. 
The techniques of real algebraic geometry is essentially used for constructing the 
algorithm in this work. Here the result from [15] is crucial. It allows to construct 
a solution of an arbitrary system of equations and inequalities over R. The result 
of [15] in its turn is based on [14]. We consider algebraically closed fields but for 
them the existence of the automorphism of the complex conjugation is essential or 
more generally of the conjugation over a real closed subfield. 
Using the transfer principle, see [ 11, one can apply the result of [ 151 to real closed 
fields. The real structure on a field k is defined to be an embedding k +K[fl] 
where K is a real ordered field. An algorithm of the polynomial complexity for con- 
structing a real structure is suggested in [3,4] for a field k finitely generated over Q. 
Additionally K c k in this construction where k is algebraic closure of k. The real struc- 
ture k + K[fl] induces the real structure for algebraic closure k--K[n] (which 
is unique up to conjugations) where z is real closure of K. The absolute value Ia] of 
an element from a E k can be defined in the natural way, see Section 1. Inequalities 
with absolute values and infinitesimals now afford to express some properties of an 
algebraic variety in the neighborhood of a point which can not be considered over 
arbitrary algebraically closed fields without a real structure. 
Consider inequalities of the type A < 0 or A 5 0 where A = c, <i < r ai IAil’, ai E K, -- 
and Ai is a superposition of polynomials and functions B H IB12 for every i. The upper 
bound for the degree of A can be easily defined if we set deg ]B12 = 2 deg B. 
Each system of equations and inequalities over k is equivalent to the system of equa- 
tions and inequalities over K with twice as much of variables. Applying the algorithm 
of [3] for constructing real structures, transfer principle and [ 151 in this situation we 
get the following result. 
Proposition 1. Consider u system of polynomial equations in n variables and a fixed 
number of inequalities with polynomials and squares of absolute values (of the de- 
scribed type A < 0 or A 5 0) with coeficients from the field k finitely generated over Q. 
Let the degrees of equations and inequalities be less than d. Then one can construct a 
real structure on k and decide within the time polynomial in d” and the size of input 
whether this system has a solution in A”(k) relative to this real structure. When such 
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a solution exists one can construct it within the same time. The coordinates of the 
solution belong to a jinite extension of the field k. This jinite extension is constructed 
and is given by a primitive element and its minimal polynomial. 
Since k is an arbitrary finitely generated field over Q this result is valid also in 
the case when one replace the field of coefficients k by an extension of k by a fixed 
number of infinitesimals, see Section 1. 
Our presentation is self-contained modulo this result. We refer to [3,4] for details on 
how to apply the transfer principle and the result of [ 151 to the proof of Proposition 1. 
In [3,4] the case of one inequality was considered, however the generalization to an 
arbitrary fixed number of inequalities is straightforward. One should only change the 
function G in [3,4] in accordance with [15] where the case of an arbitrary number 
of equations and inequalities is considered and take into account that then the degree 
deg G becomes O(d). Note that in the present paper Proposition 1 is applied to the 
case when there are at most four inequalities of the special type. 
One of the main technical tools in the paper is Newton-Puiseux expansions and 
the Newton polygons method for their construction. The polynomial complexity of the 
Newton polygons method is proved in [7] (the difficulty here is to estimate the growth 
of denominators of coefficients in fractional power series till the splitting of the roots 
in the Newton polygons method), see also [8]. 
In this paper we keep to the main idea of [3-51 of recursive constructing s linear 
combinations of the given polynomials and additional n -s linear forms which together 
have a regular zero-dimensional intersection, see Section 2, step (1) of the algorithm. 
Comparing this paper with [3] note that the algorithm from Section 2 is sufficient 
for computing the dimension of varieties in the projective space. But in this paper 
the emphasis shifts from the construction of an additional linear combination of the 
initial polynomials, see Section 2, to the construction of additional linear forms, see 
Section 3. The construction of linear forms contains four embedded recursions. It is 
not clear whether one can avoid this technique for more simple problems, e.g., of 
finding a point of an algebraic variety which does not belong to a component of the 
highest dimension, or even of determining whether there are components of different 
dimensions. 
Note that the probabilistic algorithm for the computation of the dimension is simple 
in any characteristic of the field of coefficients. For every s one takes at random a linear 
subspace H, of the dimension s, adds to the initial family of polynomials linear ones 
which determine H, and finds whether the set of zeros of this new family is finite. 
This can be done in time polynomial in d”. The dimension will be equal to n - si 
where si is maximal s for which this set of zeros is finite. 
Now we give the precise statements. Let k = C&t,, . . . , t/, 0) be the field where 
ll,..., tl are algebraically independent over the field Q and 0 is algebraic over 
Q(t,, . . , t1) with the minimal polynomial F E CI![tl,. . . , tr,Z] and leading coefficient 
1czF of F is equal to 1. Let polynomials fs,. . . , fm E k[X,, . . . ,&I be given. Consider 
the closed algebraic set or algebraic variety (in this paper we do not distinguish these 
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two concepts) 
y = {(XI ,...) xn>:h(x I,..., x8)=0 tiO<i<m}cA~(k). 
This is a set of all common zeros of polynomials fs,. . . , fm in An(i), where k is 
an algebraic closure of k. In what follows we shall denote for brevity this set by 
%“(fo, . . . , fm). The similar notations will be used also for the sets of all common 
zeros (in afke or projective spaces as it will be seen from the context) of other 
polynomials. So Y = 3( fo, . . . ,fm). Let li = lJjE1 I$ be the decomposition of Y into 
irreducible components V. The algorithm we describe computes the set {dim K : i E I} 
that is the dimensions of all irreducible components of K 
We shall represent each polynomial f = f; in the form 
rl,...,i, 0lj-c degF 
where ao, ai, ..., i,,,j E Z[~I, . . . , t/l, gcdi ,,,,,, i ,j(ao,ai, ,..., i ,,j) = 1. Define the length l(a) of 
an integer a by the formula l(a) = min{s E Z : ial ~2’~‘}. The length of coefficients 
Z(f) of the polynomial f is defined to be the maximum of length of coefficients from 
72 of pol~omials as, ai ,,,,,, f,,,j and the degree 
de&,(f) = .max .{deg,~(ao),deg,~(ai,,...,i,,j>>, ~1,...,Irr,_l 
where 1 < ~12 1. In the similar way deg,% F and 1(F) are defined. 
We shall suppose that we have the following bounds: 
degx,,...,x;,(J;:><4 degt7(f;:) <&, 45) -+f, 
degz(J’ )< 4, deg,xV’)<4, V’)<MI. 
The size L(f) of the polynomial f is defined to be the product of r(f) to the number 
of all the coe~cients from Z off in the dense representation. We have 
Wi)< ((d;n)dl+l)d;M. 
Similarly L(F) <d:+‘M,. Unless we state otherwise, in what follows we 
be fix. 
suppose I to 
Theorem 2. Let V be the variety of all common zeros of polynomials fo, .. . , fm in the 
afine space A”(k) over 1 and V = Ui,-1 6 be the decomposition of V into irreducible 
components over k. Then the set {dim I$: i E I} can be computed within the time 
polynomial in d”, dl, dz, M, Ml, m. 
We shall deduce Theorem 2 from the following. 
Theorem 3. Let homogeneous polynomials go,. . , gm E k[Xo, . . . ,X,] satisfy the simi- 
lar estimations for degrees and lengths of coeficients as fo,.. ., fm from Theorem 1 
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(with replacing Xl,. . .,X, by X0,. . . , X,,). Let W be the variety of all common ze- 
ros of homogeneous polynomials go,. . . , g,,, in the projective space P”(k) over k and 
W = UiEl, & be the decomposition of W into irreducible components over k. Then 
the set {dim & : i E I’} can be computed within the time polynomial in d”, dl, d2, M, 
Ml, m. 
In order to deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 3 denote by fig k[&. . . ,X,] the 
homogenization of fi, i.e., 
for 0 5 i 1. m and set gi =X0 fi. Apply Theorem 3. For every s # 1 there exists a bijec- 
tion between the set of components of dimension n - s of the variety V and the 
set of components of dimension n - s of the variety W. So {dim K : i E Z}\{n - 
l}={dimK:i~1}\{n- l}. W e can determine also directly whether there exist com- 
ponents of dimension n - 1 of the variety V computing G.C.D. { fo, . . . , fn}. 
Conversely one can easily deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 2 but we shall not need 
this fact. 
We shall describe below in Sections 2 and 3 the algorithm for constructing the set 
{dim @ : i E I’} f rom Theorem 3 and prove this theorem. 
Remark 4. The working time of the algorithm from Theorems 2 and 3 is essentially 
the same as for solving system of polynomial equations with a finite set of solutions 
in the projective space over an algebraically closed field. So it can be formulated also 
in the case when 1 is not fixed, see [6]. 
Remark 5. In what follows without loss of generality we shall suppose that go,. , gm 
are linearly independent over the field k replacing if it is necessary go,. . . , gm by 
a maximal linearly independent over k family contained in go,. . . , gm. Therefore, m is 
polynomial in d”. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let kl = Q(tl,. . . , tj)[v] be some algebraic extension of the field C!!(tl,. . . , tj). The 
real structure on kl is defined to be an embedding kl c k,[n], where k2 is a real 
ordered field, see [l]. The algorithm of polynomial complexity for constructing a real 
structure for such a field kl is suggested in [3,4]. It is important here that for a given 
element a E k2 one can decide whether a > 0 within the polynomial time. In this paper 
we refer to [3,4] for details on computations with real structures. 
The real structure on kl induces the structure on the algebraic closure kl . The absolute 
value lal>OofanelementaE&isdefinedtobe (aJ=~~wherea=al+&-laz 
and al, a2 belong to the real closure k2 of the field kz. 
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Let si > 0,l 2 i < r be an infinitesimal relative to the field k~(st , . . . , E~__I ). So the field 
U&l,..., c) is a real ordered field with the real closure kz(~zz,.), see e.g., [I]. 
For an arbitrary field K and an element E algebraically independent over K denote by 
K((,)) = u K((&‘iV)) 
YEN 
the field of fractional power series in E with coeilicients from K. If a = ci,jo aiE”’ E 
K{(F)) and ai,, #O then define the order ord,a = i&. If ordsa 2 0 then the-free term 
a(O)=nl,;=s is defined. 
The field k~(s,, . . , E,) is embedded in the field of multiple fractional power series 
~z@I)) . . . ((s,)). H erewith k2(szs,.) is embedded in k;!((si)} . . . ((E,)), cf. [l]. 
The element 0 # 6 f kz(si, . . . , -cc), 1 < t; 5 r, is infinitesimal relative to the field 
Mei , . . , , E,,), 0 5 w 5 v - 1 if and only if for the considered above embedding there 
exists w + 1 <j 5 v such that 
for a11 1) 2 u >j and q.i > 0. The element d is infinitely large relative to the field 
Usi , . . . , E,~,), 0 < w < v - 1 if and only if 1 /A is infinitesimal relative to this field. 
The real structure on kl induces the real structure on the algebraic closure 
kl (&I ,... !cu) for every 1 <v<r. The element O#hEkl(c:1,..., 8,) is defined to be in- 
finitesimal (respectively, infinitely large) relative to the field kl(~1 ,...,Ew), 1 <w<u-1 
if and only if ]6/ is infinitesimal (respectively infinitely large) relative to the field 
k&!cr). 
Let a E kl(.sj ,. . . ,E~:), 1 5 v < r, and a be not infinitely large relative to the field 
ki(Ei ,..., E,,,), I~w~v- 1. Then the standard part 
st,, .!., /.... i:i (a)Eki(a~,...,E,l 
is defined. Namely, stE,,+,,...,e,(a) is a uniquely defined element of kl(c1,. . .,cw) such 
that st, , , ,..., fi, (a> - a is zero or an infinitesimal relative to the field kl,(.sl, . . ..E.). SO 
we have 
St,:, + ) ,..., I$ (a) = St,+, t. . . fstE, la)). . .I. 
Further, the mapping of the standard part 
--_- 
st,, +I ,...,4 : P(k,(c,, . . . , E,)) + P’“(k, (EL,. . . , E,)) 
is defined. Namely, if z E pn(kj(Ej,. . . , Ed)) then stC,_ ,,.... E7 (z) =z’ = (zh : . . . :.zi) f 
Pykj(&1,..., E,)) is such that there exist 20,. ..,z, E kt(~i ,...,E~!) for which z= 
(zo : . . . : z, > and for every 0 5 i < n the element zi-zi is infinitesimal relative to the field 
ki(s1 , . . . , E,) or equal to zero. So we have 
stc,, +, ,_,,, G, = st,, +, 0 * . ’ 0 St&. 
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Denote for brevity K’ = kl(~1 ,..., cu), K”=kl(q ,..., 6,) and st =ste,,.+ ,,._., E,.. Now let 
IV’ c P” be a variety defined over the field K” and such that every component of W’ 
has the dimension n -s. We shall use the following result, cf. [5, Lemma 81. 
Proposition 6. Let Di E K”[&, . . . ,X,,], s + 1 5 i 5 n, be linear forms in X0,. . . ,X,, and 
Oi E K’[&, . J,], s + 1 < i 5 n, linear forms such that all nonzero coefJicients oj’6i 
are infinitesimals relative to the field K”. Then the condition #W’ f? Z(DS+I,. , . , D,) 
< + co in P(K”) implies # W' n 2’(Ds+ 1 -Es+, ,...,Dn-&=O)<+~C) in P(K’) and 
st(W’nS’(D,+, -ES+ ,,..., D, -&))= W’r13c(D,~+ ,,..., D,) 
- 
in P(K”). 
Proof. Since W’ is defined over the field K” we have 
- 
Let us prove that if #W’ n Z!F(DS+, . . .,D,)<+cc in P(K”) then #W’nZT(D,+, - 
E $+I,. . . , D, - 0,) < +oo in P”(p). Indeed, choose a linear form DO E K”[&, . ,X,] 
- 
such that for every x E W’ n S?(D,+ ,, . . . , 0,) in Pn(K”) we have DO(X) # 0. The projec- 
tion p : W’ + PPS, (X0 : . . . :X, ) H (DO : OS+, : Ds+2 : : D,), is defined everywhere 
and, therefore is finite, see [ll]. We shall show that the projection 6 : W’-+ P-‘, 
(X0: . :X,)++(DO:DS+, -&+, :DS+2 - Es+2 : : D, - 0,) is also defined every- 
where. Let z = (zs : . . . :z,) E P”(K’) and za,. . . ,z, E K! We can assume without loss 
of generality that every zi is not infinitely large relative to the field K” for 0 5 i 5 n 
and ziO #O is not infinitesimal relative to the field K” for some 0 < io 5 n. There- 
- 
fore, St(z) = (st(zo) : : st(zn)) E P(K”). There exists s+ 1 < i 5 n or i = 0 for which 
D,(st(z)) # 0 since p is defined everywhere. Then (Di - Ei)(z)#O. Thus, $ is also 
defined everywhere and is finite. So, there exist only a finite number of x’ = (XI, : xi : . . : 
XL) E W in P” (K’) such that (Di - Di)(x’) = 0, s + 1 < i < n since each such x is an 
element of the finite set @-’ (( 1 : 0 : . . . : 0)). Here 5-l denotes the inverse image of 
@. The required assertion is proved. 
Now it is sufficient to prove that for arbitrary x0,x1,. . . ,x, E K” such that x=(x0 : 
x1: . . :x,)E W’nZF’(D,+l,...,D,) there exist x&x{,...,xL~K’ for which x’=(x{,: 
xi : . . . :x:)E W’ in P(p), (Di-Di)(x’)=O and st(xj)=x; for all s-t 1 <iln. 
To prove this assertion note that there exists a linear form D E K”[&, . . .,X,,] such 
that (D/Do)(yl)#(D/Do)(y2) for all distinct yi,y2 E W’~Z(D,+I,...,D,) in P(K”). 
Consider the projections pi : W’-+ P-‘+‘, (X0 : . . :X,,) H (DO : Ds+l : Ds+2 : . . : 
D,:D) and P;: W’+P”-‘+I, (X0: . . . :X,)H(DO:D~+I - DS+1:DS+2 - DS+2: . . . : 
D, - 0, : D). Since i is finite there exists a polynomial G E K’[Zo, Zs+i, Zs+2,. . , Z,, Z] 
such that pl( W’) = 2’(?;) in P”-‘+‘(K’) and lczz’ = 1. 
Show that each coefficient of 6 is not infinitely large relative to the field K”. 
-7 Suppose the contrary. Then there are xa,~.~+i,. . ,x, E K such that there exists a co- 
efficient of the polynomial gi = G(xo, x,+1,. , x,, Z) E K’[Z] which is infinitely large 
- - 
relative to the field K”. So, x=(x0 :x,+1 : . . :x,) E Pnps(K”). The set of roots of gi 
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coincides with (II/&)( dt -’ (x)) since p”l( W’) = 9’(G). For every x’ E pi -l(x) choose 
x&x:+{ >. ., xLEK’ such that .‘=(,;:.I,: . . . :xA), every xi is not infinitely large rel- 
ative to the field K” for 0 < i < n and x6 # 0 is not infinitesimal relative to the field 
K” for some 0 5 io 5 n. We have st(x’) E p;‘(x). Therefore, st(Do(x&x~+t,. . . ,xA)) = 
Do(st(x:,), So;+, ), . . ., st(xA)) # 0. Hence, (D/&)(x’) is not infinitely large for every x’. 
This leads to the contradiction since now we get that each root of gt is not infinitely 
- 
large relative to the field K” and lczgt = 1. The assertion is proved. 
Thus, the polynomial st( 6) = G E K”[Zo, &+I, Zs+2 , . . . ,Z,,,Z] is defined (the coeffi- 
cients of G are the standard parts of coefficients of 5). We have pl(W’) C 
- 
2(G) in Pn--s+‘(K”). Denote g=G(l,O,O ,..., 0,Z) and g=G(l,O,O ,..., 0,Z). So 
- 
g((D/Do)(x)) = 0 for every x E W’ n a(D,+t, . . . , D,) in P(K”) and st(@((D/&)(x))) 
= 0. Since lcz.@ = 1 there exists a root x of g such that St(X) = (D/Do)(x). But I= 
(D/De)(x’) for some x’ E W’ in P” (K’) such that (Di - Di)(x’) = 0 for s + 1 < i < n. 
We can choose x6, xi+,,. . ., xAEK’ such that x’=(xI,:x{: :xA), each xi,OLiin 
- 
is not infinitely large relative to the field K” and xi0 # 0 is not infinitesimal rela- 
tive to the field K” for some 0 < io 5 n. So st(x’) E W’n a(D,+t,. . . ,D,) in P(K”) 
and Do(st(x’)) # 0. Finally, (D/Do)(x) = (D/Do)(st(x’)) and therefore, x = st(x’). The 
proposition is proved. 0 
2. Description of the algorithm. Computing an additional polynomial 
The algorithm and a proof of its correctness will be described in steps (l), (z), . . . 
One should not confuse them with the recursion steps described below. 
(1) We shall suppose without loss of generality that 
hAgi I= degxo,...,xn (si I= d 
for all 0 < i < m replacing if necessary go,. , gm by a maximal linearly independent 
over k family of polynomials contained in the set {Six,: deg(g’)+d : 0 < j 5 n, 0 5 i 5 m}. 
The algorithm is implemented in a finite number se of recursion steps, with 2 5 so 5 
n+ 1. 
Recursively at step s 2 1 we shall construct polynomials ht , . . . , h, and linear forms 
L’S’ s+ ,,..., Ljs) in X0, . . . ,X,, with integer coefficients of the size 0 (n log d) such that 
hi = C Ai,jgj, ii,j E Z 
for all i, j. Besides that, the following property will be fulfilled. Let 
K==(h,,...,h,)cP”(j;) 
be the variety of all common zeros of polynomials hl, . . . , h, in P’(k), the variety W’ 
be the union of all the components Ut of & such that dim Ut = n -s, and W” be the 
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union of all the components Ut of K such that dim Ut >n - s. Then the subset of 
P(Z) 
J+w’na(L$,...,L~)) 
is finite or empty and 
Besides that, on the step s we shall determine whether there exist irreducible compo- 
nents with dimension IZ - s + 1 of the variety Z(ga, . . . , gm). 
The step s is final if and only if K = 8, i.e., if and only if W’= 0, see steps (36), 
(37) and (22). 
We shall denote also W’ = &‘, W” = 6” when the indication of the dependence on 
s will be essential. 
(2) The base, s = 1, of the construction is easy. Note that go # 0 by Remark 5. 
If g~(X~,X~,O,...,O)#O then one can take ht =go and L{‘)=Xi for 25i5n. In the 
general case it is not difficult to find an appropriate linear automorphism of P” such 
that after its application the condition gs(&,Xt ,O, . . . ,O) # 0 will be satisfied. So we 
get 
1 IM?(h,,LY) n ,...,P)< + cc 
in P”(k). 
Below in the remaining part of the paper we shall describe the recursion step s + 1. 
(3) Now let n > s > 1 and suppose that ht , . . . , h,,Lri,, . . . ,Lf) are constructed. Denote 
for brevity L)‘) = Lj, s + 1 < j < n. Consider the following system of equations: 
I hi-YXt=O, l<i<S, Lj-YXj=O, s+l<j<?Z. (1) 
Using the algorithm from [6], see also [12], we shall find all the solutions of (1) over 
the field k(Y) and then a finite subset T in P(E) containing all the points {Xj}t<j<N 
of the set 
K= W’fliqL,, ,,..*, L,). 
The set T can be obtained using Newton’s polygon method for constructing ex- 
pansions of coordinates of solutions of (1) in the field of fractional power series 
k{(Y)) = U”Erm ~((Y1’“))? see [7,8], and taking free terms cf. [3]. 
Remark 7. This construction is essentially the part of one of [6] for solving arbitrary 
systems of algebraic equations. It allows to construct all the components of the di- 
mension n - c of a variety given by a system of c equations in time polynomial in 
dC(“-C). 
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(1) Let us show how to find the points {xj}l<j<N among the elements of T. Let 
XIET, x’=(xh : f.. : xi), x.; # 0 and ~1 be an in~nitesimal relative to the field 
It” = k[x;,‘x;,, . . . , _x;&], el > 0. In what follows we shall suppose without loss of gen- 
erality that .x; = 1. The field K’(Q) can be equipped by a real structure [3,4]. Consider 
the system of equations with coefficients from the field K/(&i) 
hj = 0, 1 5 i < s, 
&=O, s+l<j<n, (2) 
Ca<j<n Ix, -x:1” = cl -- 
(the equation with squares of absolute values is equivalent to two inequalities in which 
= is replaced by 5 or 2). Construct a solution x* = (x:, . . . ,x,*) E PA~+‘(K’(EI )) of 
system (2) relative to a real structure of K’(Q) or verify that system (2) has no 
solutions in A’+‘(K’(ci )). 
Then x’ E & if and only if x’ is an isolated point of the set ZZ(hi, . . , h,, L,+, , , . . ,L,). 
Note that x* belongs to the infinitesimal neighborhood of x’. So x’ E c if and only if 
there exists no solution x* for system (2), cf. the proof of Lemma 9 below. 
Thus, cons~ct the family {xi> 11 i 5 IV. Construct a linear form Lt) = LO in X0,. . . ,X, 
with integer coefficients of the length O(n logd) such that LO is not vanishing in each 
point {Xj}i<j<N, and therefore, W’n~(L,,L,+,,...,L,)=0 in P(k). 
(5) Consider the point xj ‘(xi.0 : . . . : Xj,,) E P(x). Recall that in output of the 
algorithm from [6] for every j we have an isomo~hism of fields over k 
where vj(rj) = 0, pj E k[Z] is an irreducible polynomial, Xj,y # 0 for some 0 5 y < n. 
Constmct for every j a primitive element yti = @+crj of the field k(q) over Q(tl, _ _ . , Q), 
c E Z, with minimal polynomial 4 E Q[ti, . . , ,tl,Z] over Q(ti, . . . ,ti). We can sup- 
pose that lcz@j = 1 replacing if it is not SO, qj by (lcz@j)qj. Set xj,r = 1. Denote 
xi’ (Xj,o,. . . ,Xj,fl) E An+l(k). 
(6) Consider the set of polynomials {~O<i+,, c’gi : 12 c L: 2mds+ 1, c E 22) = H. We -- 
shah enumerate the elements of H. Let h E H 
(7) Find all j for which h(xj) = 0. Let, say, h(xj) = 0 when 1 <j IN’ =N’(h), 
and h(Xj) # 0 when N’ < j 5 N. If N’ = 0 then go to step (20). If N’ > 0 we shall 
enumerate all the points Xj, 1 2 j < N! 
(I$ For the considered 1 <j ihr' construct for the field Q(ti,. . . , tl)[qj] a real struc- 
ture 
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where K is a real ordered field. More precisely, K = Q(t,,. . .,tl)[tj] where tj is 
an algebraic element over the field Q(t,, . . . , tl) with the minimal polynomial Y$ E 
Q(Q). . . , t/ NZI. 
(9) Let ~1 > 0 be an infinitesimal relative to the field K and 82 > 0 be an infinitesimal 
relative to the field K(q). The field K, = K(E,,E~) is a real ordered field. 
Let 1 <j 5 N’ be as above and Xj = (xj,s,. . . ,Xj,,) E An+‘(X) with xj,y = 1 in accor- 
dance with step (5). Consider the system of equations and an inequality with coefficients 
from the field K,[&i]: 
h, = = h, = h - E2L;: = 0, C IX, -Xj,i12 5 El. (3) 
O<i<n 
(IO) Decide whether system (3) has a solution in A ‘+I(%) relative to a real struc- 
tures of the field K, [a]. If system (3) has a solution then construct such a solution 
x,Z =x,?(h), x,f = (xjy,, . ,x,f,) E A”+‘(G). The elements x,TU belong to a finite exten- 
sion K2 of the field K, [fl] which is constructed. 
(11) Suppose that for the considered 1 < j < N’ system (3) has no solutions. If 
j < N’ we proceed to consider the index j + 1 and return to step (8). If j = N’ we 
proceed to consider the next element h E H and return to step (I). If j = N’ and we 
have enumerated all the elements from H then we go to step (Is). 
(l2) Let for the considered index j system (3) have a solution $ = (x,?,, . . . , XT,) E 
A”+‘(K,) which was found in step (lo). By (3) we have 
C 1xj.i -xTi(2 I &I 
O<i<n 
for some real structure of the field K2. Find li E K2 such that (Li - liLo)(x,?) = 0, s + 
1 5 i 5 n. Set Li = Li - iiL0. Consider the system 
h, = . = h, = L;,, = = LI, = 0 
with coefficients from the field K2 . 
(l3) Similarly to steps (s), (4) construct all the points x7,y E r from 
W’fl%(L:+, , . . . ,LL) in P”(G). 
Denote by Ni( j, h) = #r the number of elements of r 
We have Ni (j, h) < + CXJ and for every 1 < j < N there exists at least one y E r such 
that st(x,) =xj, see Proposition 6 from Section 1. Conversely, for every y E r there 
exists a unique index 1 5 j 5 N such that st(x,) = xj, see Proposition 6 from Section 1. 
Therefore xp $ W” for every y E r, since WI’ is defined over the field k and Xj @ W” 
for every 15 j<N. 
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(14) We need an auxiliary algorithm. In input of this algorithm linear forms 
Di E K2[Xe7..., X,], ss1 Ii<% 
in X0,..., X, are given with 
deg,, 0, deg,, Di 5 B(d”,4,&); l(Q) L (M +M2P,(dn,4,d2) 
for all i, j for a pol~omial 9. Besides that, the foilowing conditions are satisfied 
(i) A5 = #by’ n S(Ds+,, . . . ,D,) -c $-cc in !J”(g); 
(ii) W’ ~7 ZZ(D,+l,. . . , D,) n W” = 0 in aan( 
In the output of the auxiliary algorithm we have linear forms M,+t , . . . ,M, in 
Xs, . . ,X,, with coefficients from Z of the length I (Mi) = 0 (n log@, s + 1 < i 5 n such 
that 
(a) N2< #W’~~(~~+~,..,,~~) < +co in P”(k); 
(b) W’n$“(M,+,,..., M,) n W” = 0 in P”(k); 
Now we proceed to the description of this algorithm. Similarly to steps (3J, (4) con- 
struct all the points .Xj, j E J, of W’ n ZZ’(D,+l, . . . ,D,) and construct a linear form DO 
with integer coefficients of the length O(n logd) such that &(xj) # 0 for all j f J. 
At first, show that we can replace an arbitrary coefficient in the forms Ds+if . . . , DE 
by an integer coefficient with the required length such that (a) and (b) will be satisfied 
for new forms. 
Let D,f+l = CO<i<n ls+l,iX,, ls+l,i EiYz and we wish to replace, say ls+~,o, by a _- 
coefficient from Z. At first replace Z,+t,a by an element Zs+t,o -as where as > 0 is an 
infinitesimal relative to the field K2. Denote by Dj+, = (i,+l,, -E~)XO+~~<~+, I,+l,iX; -- 
the form obtained. Consider the system of equations 
h,=:...=h,=D~+,=Ds+2=...=:Dn=0. (4) 
Denote 3 = W’ n 3(D;+,,Ds+z,. . . , D,) in [FDn(K2(&3)). Then, see step (l3) and also 
~oposition 6 from Section 1, we have #B ==z +CQ and E fl W” = 0 in ~~(K~(~3)). De- 
note #B = Ns. We have Ns > N2, see step (l3) and aiso Proposition 6 from Section 1. 
Denote U’= W’ n i’Y(D,+2 , . . . ,D,). For every irreducible component U” (it is a 
curve) of U’ there exists at most one value E* of a3 such that Di+, IE3 =E* is vanishing 
on U”. Further, for every irreducible component U”’ of U’n W” there exists at most 
one value a” of as such that Dj+, lEj =E* is vanishing on U “’ if (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
So, by Bezout’s inequali~, there exist at most d” + d2’ different values E* E G of ~3 
such that it is not fulfilled simultaneously W’ n Z?‘(Di+, IC3=E*, Dsf2,. . . , Dn) < $03 in 
pn(z) and W’ n %(Di+, Ic,=c~,Ds+2,. . . , D,) n W” = 8 in p”(g). 
Denote 3* = w’ n zqD,‘+, le,=e*,Ds+2,. . . ,Dn). 
(l5) Lemma 8. There exist at most 2d2” dt~re~t vahes E* fg of ~3 such that 
E*= W'n~(D~+~ /+*,Ds+~,...,l)n) < N3 
Proof. There exists a linear form L =c&) + . . . + cnXn with integer coefficients ci 
such that the function L/Do has N3 different values on the set of solutions of system 
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(4) in P(&(E~)), i.e., #(L/&)(Q=N 3, and L is not vanishing in each point of the 
finite set W’ n i2f(Ds+2,. . . ,De > n W” . The projection pf : U’ -+ P2, (& : . . . :X,) H 
(DO : iIs+1 : L), is defined everywhere since U’ n 9’(D,+t ) n 9?(&) = 8. Therefore, 
p’( U’) c [FD2 is a closed set in the Zariski topology of dimension 1 and the projection 
p’ : U’ -+ p’( U’) is finite. So p’( U’) = L+?(G(Do,D,+t,L)) where G E K[Za,Zt,Z2] is 
a separable polynomial of degree degzO,z,,z, G < deg U’ 2 dS. We have 
G~l,&3,(~/~0)(~)) = G((~o/~o)(~),(L)stl/~o)(;~)~(~/.L)o)(~)) = 0 
for every solution x E 2 # 0 of system (4) in P”(&(E~)). Therefore, degz2 G L A$. 
Now we have (LIDa) = {p: G( 1, E*, p) = O}. Denote by 
R(Z) = Resz,(G(l,Z,Z,),G~~(1,Z,Z~)) 
the discriminant of the polynomial G( l,Z,Zz) with respect o Zz. Note that G( l,Z,Zz) # 
0 since U’ has no components contained in I and the polynomial G( l,Z,Zz) is 
separable since G is homogeneous and separable. Therefore, R # 0. Now if R(E*) # 0 
then #g* > #(L/&)(,?* ) > deg, G 2 N3. The degree deg, R < 2d2”. This immedi- 
ately implies the lemma. c3 
(l6) Return to the description of the auxiliary algorithm. Namely, to the construction 
OfMs+l,..., IV,,, see step (l4). Consider the following system of equations 
{ 
hi - Yx; = 0, 1 _< i < s, 
Dj - YXj = 0, S + 2 < j I n. 
(5) 
Using the algorithm from [6], see also Remark 7, find all the irreducible components 
c (they are curves) of the variety of solutions of (5) over the field k(Y) and then a 
finite set C of irreducible curves in P”(k) containing all the irreducible components of 
the variety W’ n %“(Ds+2 , . . . ,Dn ). The set C can be obtained using Newton’s polygon 
method for constructing expansions of coordinates of “generic points” of solutions of 
(5) in the field of fractional power series k(c)((Y)) = IJvEN k(c)((Y”“)) and taking 
the free terms for all c, cf. [3]. 
Construct a subset Cl c C containing all the curves U E C such that there exists 
j E J for which xj f U. Then by step (l4) the set Cl is a set of all the irreducible 
components of the variety W’ fl9’(&2 , . . . ,Dn ). 
Enumerate 3d2S + d” + I different values E* of ~3 such that E,+t,o - E* are integers 
of the required length. For each value E* construct all the points 
computing the free terms of the Newton-Puiseux expansion in fractional power series 
in (Di+t L*K~)Iu (f or an appropriate y) over the field G of the coordinates of the 
“genetic point” of U, c.f. step (2). Similarly to step (4) determine whether among 
these points there exists an element of W”. If such an element exists, proceed to the 
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next value E* of ~3. By step (l4) and Lemma 8 there exists at least one value eg* 
among enumerated such that W’ 17 S(Di+, /E,=c;, D$+z , . . . ,Dtr) fl W” = @I and #II” fl 
2(D;+., /sm;,Ds+2 3.. ., &) > A$. For this value sg* we replace E,+t,s by I,+t,s - sg* 
and get new forms D,+,,...,D,. 
Applying the described procedure to the subsequent (second, third, . . .) coefficients 
of the linear forms DS+I,, . . , Dm, we get the required &&+I,. . . ,I&. 
(I7) Return to the description of the algorithm, see step (l3). Consider the case when 
Nt = Nt(j,h) > N, see step (l3). In this case using the auxiliary algorithm we replace 
the forms L s+t,. . . , L,, by MS+,, . . ,M, and return to the beginning of the algorithm for 
the considered s, i.e., to step (3). We get #C;: 2 Nt > N for new linear forms, i.e., the 
number of points of I& see step (l), now is greater than it was initially. Note that by 
Btzout’s inequali~ such a case may occur at most ds times. 
(Is) Suppose that we enumerated all the polynomials h E H and all the points xj, 
1 5 j 5 N’ = N’(h) for every h E H for the same forms LS+t,. . . , L, and did not return 
at the end to step (1) from step (17) in the algorithm under description . Then by 
step (l7) we have N = /Vi (j, h) for every h E H and for every Xj, 15 j < N such that 
simultaneously h(xi) = 0 and there exists $ =x,?(h) from step (lo). 
(I9) We need the following seven lemmas. 
Lemma 9. Let h E H and h(xi) = 0. The polynomial h is identically zero on each 
irreducible co~pune~t U1 of the variety W’ c P’(k), such that xj E Ul if apzd only if 
there are no solutions of system (3) over the algebraic closure s of K1. 
Proof. Let h be identically zero on each component Ut . Denote by V’ c A”+‘(%) 
the variety which is given by the same ideal of polynomials as W! Then there exists a 
homogeneous polynomial P with coefficients from K such that (h/L:) ( V’ 0 {PLO # 0)) 
= (0) (here for brevity we denote by (& # O> the set of points of Anil(G) in 
which the polynomial PLO is not equal to zero) and P(Xj) # 0. 
Let Xj=(xj,O,...,Xj,n)EA"+', where xj = (xj,o : . :xj,,) E P(K), xj,i E K for all i. 
Denote by {Ix - xii2 < cl} c An+‘(G) the set of all points of An+‘(K) satisfying 
the inequality Co Ii I vT /Xi - xi, i I2 < ~1. Let us show that {IX-X,~~ < ei}r!V’~ 
{LOP # 0) n Y’. 
Indeed, otherwise there exists x’ E A ‘+r(K) such that (L#)(x’)=O and lx’-Yj12 < aI, 
i.e., (LoP)(Xj + (x' - XJ)) = 0 where X' - Zj E A n+'(G) has infinitesimal coordinates 
(some coordinates may be equal to zero) relative to the field x. This leads to a 
contradiction, since Z.i E A”+‘(E) and (LQP)(z~) # 0. 
Thus, we have (h/Lf:)({/x - Fji2 < ~1) n Y') = {0}, i.e., there are no solutions of 
(3) over q. 
Conversely, suppose that h is not identically zero on some component Ut of W’, 
such that +j E Ut . Let VI c A”+‘(E) be the component of V’ corresponding to U,, i.e., 
5 is given by the same equations as Ut. 
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There exists a closed algebraic curve fi defined and irreducible over K such that 
V, c 6, Tj E 6 and h(E) # (0). Let t be a uniformizing element of some branch 
of V2 containing the point Fj. The coordinate functions xr, 0 < r 5 n, on V2 
in the neighborhood of the points Xj = (~,,a , . . . , Xj,,) can be represented as 
series 
Xr = Xj,r + C t’C!,;, cl,,; E E, 
i>l 
h 
2 = hot’ + C ti+‘hi, hi E E, 0 < V E Z. 
0 i/l 
It follows that one can solve the equation h/L;f = ~2 with respect to t and repre- 
sent 
t = toEi’Y + C tiE$, ti EK, to # 0, 
i>l 
in the field Sz of the fraction power series in ~2 over K. Besides that, these expressions 
for x, in 52 are algebraic over K1 since K( Ws) 2 K(h/Lt ) is a finite extension of fields. 
Therefore, since ~2 is an infinitesimal of the greater order of smallness than ~1, we 
conclude that these expressions for x,., 0 5 r < n, give a solution of system (3) over 
the field K. The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 10. Let h E H and h(xj) = 0. Let U, be a component of the variety W’CP”(~) 
such that xj = (xi.0 : . . , :xj,n) E U, for some 1 < j 2 N and let 6i E 6 be an in- 
jinitesimal relative to the field K or zero for every s + 1 5 i < n. Then there exist 
X6,..., XLEG such that~‘=(~b: . . . :xL)EU~, (Li-6iLo)(x’)=O andxi-xj,i is an 
injinitesimal relative to the field E or zero for every 0 < i 5 n. 
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Proposition 6 from Section 1. q 
Lemma 11. Let h E H and h(xj)=O. Suppose that the polynomiul h is van- 
ishing on some component lJ, of the variety W’ c P’(k), such that xj E Ul and there 
exists x,*, see step (&I). Then there exist two different solutions x’ = (x6,. . . ,xh) and 
x”=(x~,...,x~) of the system hl = ... =h,=Li+, = ... =Lh=O such that nonzero 
Xj,i - XI and xj,i - x(’ are injinitesimals relative to the field E for all 
O<i<n. 
Proof. By Lemma 10 the required x’ E UI exists. Set x” =x,!. Since x7 is a solution of 
system (3) the difference xj,i - x;Ii =xj,i -x,T, is an infinitesimal relative to the field ?? 
or equal to zero for every 0 2 i 5 n. So Lo(x”) # 0 and (h/L$)(x”) = ~2 # 0. Therefore, 
x” 4 U, and x” # x’. The lemma is proved. 0 
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Lemma 12. suppose that for the considered polynomial h and xj, 1 5 j <N’ with 
h(xj) = 0 there exists x7. Let the number Ni (j, h) = N. Then for every component Uj 
of FV su& that xj E $71 we have 
dim Vi n S?‘(h) = dim Vi - 1. 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that h is not identically zero on each component Ur of 
the variety IV’ such that Xj E Vi. By Lemma 9 the polynomial h is not vanishing on 
some component 872 of W such that Xj E Uz . Suppose that h is identically zero on Vi. 
Then by Lemma 11 there exist two different points x’ and x” from W’~IZF(L~+, , . . . ,Li) 
such that nonzero differences xj,i - xi, xj,i - XI’ are infinitesimals relative to the field 
K for all 0 < i 5 n. On the other hand by Lemma 10 for every 1 < ji < N there exists 
n”’ E W’n%“(L;+,,. I *, Lk) such that x”’ E Ui and XT -x~,,~ is an infinitesimal relative to 
the field x or equal to zero for every 0 5 i < n. Therefore, ~~‘n~(~~+,, . . . ,i$) 2 N+ 1 
since the points xj, E Pn(W). This leads to a contradiction. Thus, h is not identically 
zero on Ui. The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 13. ~e~~t~ hy W the set of ail irreducible component UI of W’ fir chick 
there exists at least one polynomial hj E H not vanishing on UI. Under the conditions 
of step (l8) the set w‘ can be characterized as a subset of components VI of W’ for 
which there exists 1 < j <N such that xj E WI and either ho(xj) # 0 for some ho f H, 
or for every h E H the equality h(xj) = 0 holds and there exists ho E H for which there 
exists xT(ho) burn step (IJ). 
Proof. Let Ui f ;ra’: There exists 1 <j 2 N such that Xj f Vi since Vi is projective. 
Suppose that for every h E H the equality h(+) =0 holds. By Lemma 10 for at least 
one ho EH there exists x,?(ho) from step (lo). 
Conversely, if ho(xj) # 0 for some ho E H then ho is not vanishing on lfi and 
Ui E ?K Suppose that for every h E H the equality h(xi) = 0 holds and there exists 
ho E H for which there exists it from step (lO). Then by Lemma 12 ho is not 
vanishing on Ui since N = Nr(j, h) by step (l8). So Vi E ?‘K The lemma is proved. 
!- 





tf,for some 1 5 j 5 N for every h E H the equality h(xj) = 0 holds and there 
is an ho E H for which there exists x,F(ho) from step @I), then there exists 
also x,?(hU). 
Proof. If ho(.xj) # 0 for some I <j < N and ho E H then there exist at most opt different 
elements h E H such that h(+) = 0. Denote 
H~={h~H:3j3h~~H(l<j~N&h~(.~j)#O&h(~j)~O)}. 
So #H\Hz 2 #H - md’ = md” + 1 by B&out’s inequality. 
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If Ul E ^1y- then there exist at most m different elements h E H \Hz such that h is 
vanishing on U,. Therefore by Bkzout’s inequality there exist at least #H \Hz -mds 2 1 
polynomials h, E H such that for every U, E YY the polynomial h, is not vanishing on 
U,. Choose such a polynomial h, and set h, = h,. 
Now the lemma immediately follows from Lemmas 13 and 10. 0 
Lemma 15. Let h, be a polynomial from the assertion of Lemma 14. Under the 
conditions of step (l-8) the set of all irreducible components VI of W’ for which 
there exists at least one polynomial gi, 0 5 i 5 m such that gi is not vanishing on 
Ul can be characterized as a subset of components U, of W’ for which there exists 
1 5 j 5 N such that xj E U, and either h,(xj) # 0 or h,(xj) = 0 and there exists x;C(h,) 
from step (l0). 
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of H, Lemmas 13 and 14. 0 
(20) Construct the element h, E H from Lemma 14. Now determine whether there 
exist irreducible components of dimension n - s of the variety Z(go,. . , gm). 
Let U, be an irreducible component of the variety W’. By Lemma 15 UI is an 
irreducible component of the variety Z(go, . . . , gm) if and only if there exists 1 <j 2 N 
such that xj E Ul, h,(xj) = 0 and there does not exist x,!(h,) from step (l0). Therefore, 
there exist irreducible components of dimension n - s of the variety 9’(go,. . . , gm) if 
and only if there exists 1 <j <N such that h,(xj) = 0 and there does not exist x,i(h,) 
from step (l0). 
Set hs+l = h,. 
(2l) We shall construct linear forms Ly+,, ,_L: in &+I,. . . ,L, linearly independent 
with integer coefficients of the size O(n log d) such that for every irreducible component 
U, of W’ with U, n T’(h,+l) # U, the intersection 
is a finite set in P”(k). 
Define the set 
Y= C CiL+i :cE& 1 <c<d’+‘(n-s-1)+1 . 
I <i<n--s -- 1 
We shall enumerate elements L E 2’. Let 
I+’ = T(h, ,...,h,,L)cP(k) 
be the variety of all common zeros of polynomials hl,. . ., h,, L in P”(k). Let @’ be 
the union of all the components Ul of @ such that dim Ul = n - s - 1, and p” be 
union of all the components U1 of @ such that dim Ul> n - s - 1. 
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Let us prove that 
I@’ n LT(L~+~ ,...,L,)rw’=C9. 
At first we show that 
(a) ti’ = IV’ fl 3(L), 
(b) I$+’ = W” n Z?‘(L), 
(4 %(L,Ls+z,. . *, L~=~G+l,...J,)* 
Indeed, (c) is evident, (a) follows from (c) since for every component l_J, of 
IV’ n Z(L) there exists 1 Fj IN such that xj E Vi and therefore, Ui $!Z W” n .2(L). 
The assertion (b) follows from (a) and (c). 
Now (a)-(c) imply the required assertion immediately. 
Apply the algorithm from step (z), . . . , (I3), replacing s by s + 1 the polynomials 
hi,..., h, by Ld,h,,..., s, h the forms &+I,. . . ,L, by Ls+2,. . .,L, with H = (h}, h = h,+l 
(we have already checked that it can be done). 
Suppose that on step (l0) we obtain points _?T and numbers #i(j, h). 
If for the index 1 2 j < N’ under consideration we have fit0; h) >N then apply the 
auxiliary algorithm to the forms L,Ls+2,. . . ,L,, get forms M,+t,. . .,M’,, and return to 
the beginning of the step s replacing L,+i , . . . , L, by M,+i , . . . ,h&,, i.e., return to the 
construction of new h,+l and so on. Now the number of points of K is greater than 
it was initially. Note that by Bezout’s inequality such a case may occur at most dS 
times. 
If for the considered index I I j I N’ there does not exist 2; then consider the next 
element L E 3. 
Now consider the third case when for every 1 < j < N’ (may be N’ = 0) the condition 
that there exists 27 is equivalent to the existence of x7 and fii(j, h) = N when there 
exists 2;. In this case set Lr+, =L. By Lemma 15 and the equality @” = W’ II S(L) 
we have in this case 
dim( Ui n T(L~+,, h,+l))=n-s-2 
for every component Ut of W’ such that Ui n Z’(h) # UI. 
Note that by Btzout’s inequality there exist at most dsfl components U of the variety 
W' fl T(h,+g ) with dim U =n - s - 1 and for such U there exists < n - s - 1 linear 
forms L E 9 vanishing on U. So there exists L” E 3 such that L” is not vanishing on 
U for every U as above. By Lemma 15 and the equality l?‘= W’n b(L), if L = L” 
enumerating the elements of 9, and if the first case when we return to the beginning 
of the step s does not take place, then we have for L the third case. Therefore, we 
shall construct the required Lf+(,,. 
Similarly, for every 2 <i < n - s sequentially construct Lf+i E 3 such that 
dim( Ui n .ZY(Ly+‘,,, . . . , L;+i, h,+, )) = n - s - i 
for every component Vi of W’ such that Ut n Z(h,+i ) # Ui . 
Thus, we get the required forms Ly+2,. . ,Li and then we construct also Lr+, . 
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(22) Let s = 12 and suppose that ht,. . ., h, are constructed. We shall enumerate 
h E {Co < i<m c’gi : 1 < c < md” + 1, c E Z} = H. Similarly to steps (J), (4) and (20) 
construct the set V, and a polynomial h, E H such that if h(x) # 0 for some h E H and 
x E V, then h,(x) # 0. There do not exist irreducible components of b(gs, . . . , gm) c P” 
(k) of the dimension zero if and only if h, is not vanishing at each point of V,. Set 
h n+l = h,. So we have computed the required set {dim ?Vi : i ~1’) from the statement 
of Theorem 3. The step n + 1 is final in this case and SO = II + 1. 
3. Description of the algorithm. Computing additional inear forms 
(23) Let n>s + 1. Now our aim is to construct linear forms L$i), . . .,@I), see 
step (1). 
Denote by IV(‘) the union of all the irreducible components Ut of W’= 4’ such 
that UI n T(h,+l ) # U, and by W c2) the union of W” = 4” and all the irreducible 
components Ut of 4’ such that U1 n ZZ(h,+, ) = Cl,. So we have 
(a) F:, c WC’) n T(h,+t ), 
(b) q:‘, = Wc2), 
(c) B$,\b$‘, = W(‘)nZY(h,+,)\W(*) 
(d) #W(1)n3’(h,+~)n~(L” s+2,...,L::;<+c0. 
(24) We need a second auxiliary algorithm. As input of this algorithm linear forms 
Di, s+2li<n, in L,+, ,..., L, with coefficients from the field G are given. The field 
K3 is generated over k by a fixed number of infinitesimals relative to the field k (say, 
~0, ~1, ~2, ~3, see below). The estimates for the degrees and lengths of coefficients of Di, 
s + 2 5 i < n, are similar to the estimations for the forms Di in the auxiliary algorithm, 
see above. Besides that, these forms satisfy to the following conditions 
(i) #W(l) n .T(h,+l ) n .JC?‘(D$+~, . . D,) < +CO, in P”(G), 
(ii) LI:,,D,+2,..., D, are linearly independent over the field G. 
Set also Ds+l = Lf+:, .
As output of the auxiliary algorithm we have linear forms k&+2,. . . , A4, in L,+I, . . . , L, 
with integer coefficients of the size Z(Mi) = O(n logd), s + 2 5 i 2 n such that 
#W(1)na(h,+,)n~(Ms+2,...,M,)< + co in P”(k) 3 
L” M S+l’ s+2,. . ,M,, are linearly independent over the field z and the following inequal- 
ities are fulfilled: 
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(25) Let us show that we can construct in the required time the set 
W(l)nd(h,+i)n~“fD~+,,...,D ) R - 
Let ai be an infinitesimal relative to the field Ks. For every z EKE which is not 
infinitely large relative to the field Ks the standard part st,, (z) =z’ E G is defined. 
Further, the standard part 
st,, : WlY3(&1)) ---) ~“K> 
is defined. 
Denote Wc3) = W(i) il 3’(Ds+2,. . . , 0,). Note that for every irreducible component 
C of the variety Wc3) we have dim C = 1 and Cc W” since #W(‘)n b(h,+i)n 
fw?r+2,...A)< +cQ 
Consider the following system of equations 
hl = ... =h,=h,+, - E,D;+, =Ds+2= ... =D,=O (6) 
with coefficients from the field Ks(ai). Denote by T the set of isolated roots of system 
(6), i.e., the union of all the zero-dimensional components of the variety of solutions 
of (6). 
Lemma 16. The following equalities are satisjed: 
(a) (W(3)n~(h,+,))\B(D,+1)= %U’)\~Y(DS+I) in ~‘VG), 
(b) W(3)n~(h,+~)~iZ(DS+l)=st,,(T)n2T(D,+~)= T n3(D,+,)= {.q: 1 Ijl 
N’(h,+I)} in P”(g) where xj and N’(h,9+t) are deemed in steps (3) and (Z). 
(c) W(3) n 2’(h,,l ) = st,, (T) in P’(G). 
Proof. Let x’ E ( Wc3) n .5?(h,+l ))\2’(DS+~ ). Then there exists a curve C which is a 
component of Wc3) such that x’ E C. The rational function h,+,/Df+t on the curve 
C is defined in the neighborhood of the point x’ and ~h~+~/D~+,)(~‘) =O. Therefore, 
there exists a point x E C such that (h,+1/q+, )(x) = ~1 and St,,(x) =x’, cf. the proof 
of Lemma 9. So x is a solution of (6), h,+,(x) #0 and D,+r(x) #O. Therefore, each 
irreducible component Vi of Z(hl,. . . , h,) such that x E Vi is a component of W(l). 
Show that x E T. Indeed, otherwise, there exists a component U2 of the variety of 
solutions of (6) such that x E Uz and dim & :, 1. If & is a component of 2E(hg,. . . , h,, 
D s+2,. . ,D,) then IJz is defined over G and, therefore, hs+l and Ds+, are vanishing 
on U2 simultaneously. But D,+l(x) # 0 and we get a contradiction. 
So Uz is not a component of LF’(hl,. . . , h,, Ds+2,. . ,D,). Thus, there exists a compo- 
nent W; of .S?(hl , . . . , h,, Ds+2,. . . , D, ) such that x E W,, dim W3 2 2 and U2 is 
a component of W, n ,2”(h,+l - &IL:+,). Therefore, there exists a component Ui of 
T(hl,..., h,) such that x E Ul, and Ws is a eomponent of Ui n S(4+2,. . . ,rt,). But 
then 2=dim Ws<dim(Ui n~(D,+2,.,.,Dn))Idim(W(‘fn~{D~+,,...,D,))= 1 and 
again we get a contradiction which proves our assertion. 
Conversely, let x E T and Ds+l(stc, (x)) # 0. Then there exists an irreducible com- 
ponent C of the variety fZ(hl,. . . , hs,Ds+2,. . , 0,) such that XEC and dimC=I. 
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Therefore, there exists a component Ut of .Z'(hl, . ..,h,) with dimUr =n--s such that 
x E Ui and C is a component of Ut n 3(Ds+,, . . . ,D,). Further, st,, (x) =x’ E C since C 
is defined over K3. Besides that, h,+l (x’) = 0. Therefore, x’ E ( Wt3) f~ S(h,+I ))\2F(Ds+l ). 
The assertion (a) is proved. 
The proof of (b) is straightforward. The assertion (c) follows from (a) and (b). The 
lemma is proved. q 
(26) For constructing W(r) i7 2(h,+l)n S?(DsL),+2,. . . Dp) find the set T of all the 
isolated solutions of system (6) similarly to how it was done for the set of isolated 
solutions of system (1) in step (3). Further, construct st,, (T) by computing free terms 
of the Newton-Puiseux expansion in fractional power series in at over G of the 
coordinates of elements of T, cf. step (3). Thus, by Lemma 16 we get all the points 
from 
W(‘)ndP(h,+,)n~(D,+z,...,D ) n . 
(27) Now we shall construct the required forms Ms+2,. . , , M,,. The forms Ds+2,. . . , D, 
are linear combinations of I!,,+, . . . , L,, with coefficients from G. Similarly to how it 
was done in the auxiliary algorithm we shall replace subsequently first, second, . . . of 
these coefficients by a coefficient from Z. Denote #WC’) f? af(h,+t ) f~ Z(Ds+z,. . . ,D,) = 
N4 and #W(‘)n~(h,+,)nb(D,+,,..., Dn)\W(2) = Ns. Compute N4 by steps (25) and 
(26). Since W “‘n2(h,+,)\W c2) = qi,\E$, we have a criteria, see step (d), to de- 
termine whether a point from ?@‘)n b(h,~+l)n.Z(Ds+2,. . ., D,) belongs to W(‘)n 
T(h,+ I 1 n 5WA,2,. . . , D~)\~(2). One should replace in step (4) .r by s + 1, Lj by 
Dj, the field i by KS and T by V(‘) n Z(h,+l ) f~ 3’(Ds+2,. . . ,I&). So we can compute 
also Ns. 
Let D3+2 = Cs+,<i<n ~s+~,J,, 1 s+2,i E G and we wish to replace, say ls+2,s+t, by 
a coefficient from Z. At first replace ls+2,s+t by an element ls+2,s+t - c4 where 
~4 >O is an in~nitesimal relative to the field K;. Denote by Di+2 = (ls+2,s+t - E~)&+z 
+ Cl<i<n ls+z,iL” the form obtained. Similarly to how it was done in the auxiliary 
algorithm there exist at most Y(ds+t) values of E* of ~4 such that the forms Dss_,, 
D~+21”4=C*rDs+3,...r D, are linearly dependent over G or #WC’) f! b(h,,l)n 
5W:+2 Ia = c* , hi-32 . . ..D.)<N4, or #W(‘)n~~(hs+l)n~(0:+,I,=,*,Ds+3,...,Dn)= 
+ m, or #W(r) n Z(h,+t ) n ~sY(D&~/~~ =E*,Ds+3r.. ,Dn)\Wc2) <It+. These inequalities 
can be checked using steps (25), (26) and (4). 
Thus, replacing sequentially the coefficients of all Dj by coefficients from Z we 
construct the required linear forms Ms+2.. . . , M,,. The second auxiliary algorithm is 
described. 
Definition 17, Consider some property d of a family of n -s - 1 linear forms such as 
D $+2,. . ,I& from input of the second auxiliary algorithm. Let the property J1p satisfy 
the following condition. 
Consider ,d as a function of Ds+2,. . . ,D,. Let Di = Es+, ij < n li,jLj where li,j E Z - - 
for all i, j. Replace one arbitrary coefficient l,j in the forms Ds+2,, . .,D, by the 
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coefficient li,j - ~4 where ~4 is an infinitesimal relative to the field KS. We get the 
new linear form Di with coe~cients in K~(EJ). Suppose for the convenience of the 
notations that we have replaced ts+r,s+t and got Di,, . The condition for the property 
~4 is as follows. There exists a polynomial P such that if the property d holds for 
the forms Ds+2,. . . , D, then 
(i) it is not satisfied for at most P(P) arbitrary values E* of ~4 for the forms 
D~+*/‘~=E-,C)s+3,-.-,L)nt 
(ii) for a given value a* of ~4 one can check the property ._QZ for the forms Di+* Ia = e-, 
D s+3r.. . , D, within the time polynomial in d”, dl, dz, Ml, MT (provided that the size 
of E* is bounded by the same values). 
Such a property & will be called good. 
For a good property d one can construct in the second auxiliary algo~thm within the 
time polynomial in d”, d 1, dz, MI, A42 the forms A4+2,. . . ,A&,, satisfying additionally 
the property & In the description of this algorithm above one should only additionally 
verify whether the property &’ is fulfilled for the forms Di+2 IEl = c* ,Ds+3,. . . ,D,. 
For example, the property #WC’) f? Z’(h,+1) n ZZ(D,+z,. . . , D,,) 2 A$ and #W(‘) fl 
~(&,I ) n 5Ws+2, . . . ,L&,}\ W@f > N5 is good, cf. the desc~ption of the second auxil- 
iary algorithm. 
Note that the conjunction of a fixed number of good properties is a good property. 
(a) Compute W (I) n .2y”(h,+I ) n T(r;;+:,, . . . , Li) using step (26). Recall that for ev- 
ery 1 5 r < s at the step r of our algorithm the linear forms Lz’,‘, . . . , Lg’ are cons~cted 
and at the step Y + 1 the linear form Lb’) is constructed (Lt) has been already con- 
structed). For every 1 < r 5 s construct linear forms L,o, L,,,+, , . . . , L,, which are linear 
combinations of 15~‘) L”) a , r+, , . . . ,Lr) with integer coefficients of the size O(n logd) such 
that L r,~, L,;,+ I,. . . , L,, are linearly independent over Q and 
Y( Lr,o) n w(l) n ~3?(h,+~ ) n S&+,, . . . , Li) = Q), 
i.e., the form Lr,O is not equal to zero in each point of W(l) fl b(h,+l ) fl b(L~+,, . . . , Lf). 
This is possible since W(l) c J+$’ c e’ and &’ n Z?f(L,” L(‘) o , ?+,, . . . ,Lf)) = 0, see step (1). 
Remark 18. Note that the property 
2qL,,o)n wcl)nS(h,+l)n~(o,+,,...,D,)=O 3 
for all 1 < r 5 s is good (see Definition 17). We shall suppose in what follows that the 
forms L&+2,. . , D, from input of the second auxiliary algorithm satisfy this property for 
all 1 5 r 2s and require that the forms M”+z, . . . ,M, in output of the second auxiliary 
algorithm also satisfy this property. 
@> Let Ds+2 , . . . , D,, be as in the input of the second auxiliary algorithm and 
x E W(l) n 2i?(h,+, ) n 2qDs+2,. . . ,o,) n wc2). 
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We have a criteria to verify this fact. Namely, let ~4 > 0 be an infinitesimal relative to 
the field KS and x=(x@:... : xn). Then, cf. steps (27) and (4), x E IF(i) I? ZZ(k,+i ) n 
qQ+2,...,&)nw t2) if and only if the following system of equations with coeffi- 
cients from the field K~(Q) 
hi = . . zz&+, =Ds+2= . . . =Q,=O, 1 Ix, -x;l2=&4 
o<i<n 
has a solution in ~~(K~(&4)). 
Consider some invariants of the point x. Denote by Y=Y(X) the minimum of codi- 
mensions of irreducible components Ui of the variety ZF(hi,. . . , h,) such that x E Ui, 
i.e., 
r(x) = min{n - dim Ut: x f Ui c S(hl,. . . , h,)}. 
Let us show that x is an isolated point of the variety 
~(hi,...,hrJr,r+i - (Lr,r+l/Lr,O)(X)L,O, . . . ,L,n - G&r,o)(~&,o). 
Indeed, x E K’:‘\ Fyi. Hence, see step (I), every component Ui of the variety %(hi, 
. . . , h,) such that x E Ui is a component of &‘. But 
K’ n 2(L,,,+l - (Lr,r+~/L,,~)(~)L,~. . . . Jh - (L,,/L,o)(x)L,o,L,o) 
= w’ n s(L(‘) L(‘) Y o > r+,,...‘~~f)=O 
in P’“(l), see step (2). So 
dim W;’ rl I(L,,+i - (Lr.r+l/L,,O)(~)Lr,O,‘.., L,” - (L,&,o)(~)‘G,o) = 0. 
Hence, 
for every component Ut of the variety S?'(hl, . . . , h,) such that x E Ur and our assertion 
is proved. 
Denote by S =6(x) the multiplicity of the intersection in the point x E IFon(G) of the 
ideal generated by n polynomials 
h,..., r> h. 
L,r+l - (L,,,+1/L,,o)(x)~,,o, *a * TL,, - G,n/L,O)(~&O 
Consider the following system of equations 
hi - Q_?$ = 0, 1 <i<r, 
&,,i - (L,j/Lr,O)(XYk,O - &4xj=Of r + 1 <jln 
(7) 
with coefficients from the field K~(Q). System (7) has a finite number of solutions in 
P(K3(&4)). Denote by T(x) the set of solutions x’ E LP”(K~(E~)) of system (7) such 
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that st,(x’)=x, see Section 1, and by 8(x’) the multiplicity of the intersection in the 
point n’ E ~~(~~(&~)) of the ideal generated by n pol~omia~s 
hi - e,Xid, lli<r, 
&,j _r (Lr,j/Lr,O)(X')Lr,O - &4Xj> ?" + 1 Lj in. 
One can prove the following lemma, cf. 113,121. 
Lemma 19. The equality is valid 
S(x)= c 6(x’) 
+’ E T(x) 
and 6(x’) for x’=(nl,:... :xi) E T(x) coincides with the multiplicity of the factor 
U& + * * . + U,,x~ of the U-resultant (see e.g., [12]) of system (7). 
We shall not prove this lemma but take its statement as a definition of 6(x). We 
shall not use in this paper other properties of the multiplicity of intersection. 
(3) Let us show that Y(X) and S(x) can be computed within the time polynomial 
in d”, dl, d2, Ml, A42. Indeed, r is maximal p such that x is an isolated point of the 
variety %(hl,..., h,,L,,+1,..., Lp+) and we can determine whether x is an isolated 
point of this variety considering system (7) similarly to how it was done for the set 
of isolated solutions of system (1) in step ($), 
In order to compute 6(x) it is sufhcient to compute T(x) and 6(x’) for every 
x’ E T(x). The set T(x) can be constructed since one can construct the finite set T 
of all the solutions of (7) and for x’ E T, computing st,(x’), similarly to step (26) 
decide whether st, (x’) =x. 
Denote by R=R(Uo,..., if,) the U-resultant of system (7) and by 60(x’) the mul- 
tiplicity of the factor U&, + Utxi of the polynomial Rr = R(Uo, UI, 0,. . . ,O). Note 
RI # 0 since T n 2X(.-X~) = 8, cf. [6]. So 6(x’) 5 6&~‘) < + 00. The polynomial RI and, 
therefore, 6&c’) can be computed in the required time, cf. [6,12]. 
Considerthesetof1inearfo~s6p~={X~+c~~+~~~+c”X,:1~c<d2’+1&c~E}. 
There exists La E 9~1 such that #(~~/~*)( 7’) = #T. Enumerate elements of L E 9,. Con- 
struct a linear automo~hism of ~~(~~(~)) such that X0 t-+ Xa and Xr H L and compute 
the corresponding multiplicity 6&z’) = &(x’,L) which is now the multiplicity of the 
factor ZJa + UI(L/&)(X’) of the transformed polynomial RI. Thus, cf. [12] and [6], 
we have 6(x’) = G&‘,Lo) = min{ba(x’,l): L E 58, }. So we can compute 6(x’) in the 
required time. 
(3l) Now set 
(a) Ng=#W(1)nb(h,+,)n~(Ds+2,...,D,)\W(2) 
(b) Nh=#W(l),~(h,+l)“~(D,+,,...,D~)“w(’). 
So Ns, N6 depend on linear forms Ds+2,. . . ,D,. 
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By steps (a), (30) we can construct the sets whose cardinalities define Ns, N6 and 
compute these numbers. 
Denote Z+ = {z E Z : z > O}. Define a linear order on Z+ x Z+ in the following way. 
Let (a,,~), (br,b~)~Z+ x Z+. Then (al,az)>(br,bz) if and only if at >UZ or al =a2 
and br < b2 (this order is slightly different from lexicographical). 
For every v E Z, define the set 
&v)={(cl,. . . ,C,>) E (Z, x Z,)” : Cl < . . . I c,,}. 
Here the defined above order on Z+ x Z+ is considered. In particular, B(O)=(Z+ x Z+)’ 
and #B(O) = 1. 
Let (cl,. . . ,c,,), (cl,,. . . ,c(,) EB(v). Set (cl,. . . ,c,,) > (c’,, . . .,ci,) if and only if ci > c: 
for all 0 5 i < v. Thus, a partial order is defined on B(v). 
Now for the forms Ds+z,. , D, we shall define an element /I E B(N6). Namely, com- 
pute the set Tr = W (I) n 2”(h,+I ) n S?(D,+,, . . ,Dn)nw . c2) For every x E T1 compute 
(Y(X), 6(x)) E Z+ x Z+ by step (30). So we get the set T2 = {(Y(X), 6(x)): x E Tl} con- 
sisting of N6 elements from Z+ x Z+. Ordering the elements of T2 relatively to the 
described linear order on Z+ x Z+ we get a sequence of N6 elements which uniquely 
defines the element of B(N6). This element is set to be b. 
Define the set 
A={(u,,u~,b):u,,uz~Z+&b~B(uz)}. 
Define the partial order on A in the following way. Let elements (al, ~2, b), (cl, ~2, d) E 
A. Then (a,,~, b)>(c,,cZ,d) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied 
(i) ai >Cl, 
(ii) al = cr and 4 >c2, 
(iii) al =CI, u2=c2 and b>d. 
Let the forms DS+2,..., D,, be as above. Define 
4Qyt2,. . . , Dn)=@Wkb?EA. 
Denote Ni(DJ+z,. , D,,)=Ni,i=5,6, and /?(DS+2 ,..., D,,)=/?. 
(32) We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 20. (a) Consider a family Dij), i = s + 2,. . . , II, j = 1,2,. . . , p, of linear forms 
such that for every j the forms D$. . . , D,? satisfy the conditions for linear forms 
from input of the second auxiliary algorithm (see also Remark 18) and 
cz(D;$, .,D(j))<,(D(‘+‘) n s+2 7”‘) 
D(j+l) 
n 1 
for every 1 5 j < p - 1. Then there exists a polynomial P such that for an arbitrary 
family Dj”, i = s + 2,. . . , n, j = 1,2,. . . , p, us described, the inequality p < P(d”+’ ) is 
v&id. 
(b) Let ~(0 E A and the forms DS+2,. . ,D, be such as above. Then the property 
W4+2,. . . , D,, ) > t10 is good. 
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Proof. The statement of (a) follows immediately from Bezout’s inequality and the 
definitions. In order to prove (b) consider the decomposition 
II’(‘) n .2(/r,+, ) n %(D,+3,. . , DH,=uc~ 
jEJ 
into irreducible over G components Cj (they are curves). 
Let (IJi be a “generic point” of Cj. There exist at most Y(dsti ) points t E Cj such 
that the following condition is not satisfied 
(i) if {j @ K2) then t (1 IV(‘), 
(ii) if <j E Wc2) then E E W c2), Y(<)=Y(<,) and S(~)=J(~j). 
Besides that if (ii) is not satisfied and L,e( <) # 0 for all r then either Y(r) < r( [j) or 
r(r) = r(lj) but S(t)>S(<j). This fact of “general position” is proved using Bezout’s 
inequality similarly to the proof of Lemma 8. 
Write: 
T[,; = Cj fY .%(Dif2) in pn(Kj(Ed)) for all _i E J, 
Tl,j(&*) = Cj n S(D:.+, lea =,:*) in p”(G) for all j E J, 
T, = W(l) n 3(h,,l ) n ~T(&+z, . . . ,D,) in p”(G). 
Let Ti = lJjEJ T t,, be a pa~ition of T, such that 7’t,j C Cj for every j E J. 
Denote by T,‘ij the set of points of T,‘, j defined over the field G for all j E J, 
therefore T[lj = T:,j n Tl,j(c*) for an arbitrary s*. 
We have Ti.j c Ti*j(O) and #T,‘,j< + co. Show that if #Tl,j(s*)< + CX) then 
#Ti, j(s* ) 5 #T[,j and the last inequality is strict for at most 9(dsf’) values s*. 
Indeed, one can compute explicitly the points from Z’[,j and ascertain (similarly to 
how it was done in Lemma 8) that their specializations in ~4 = E* give #T(, j different 
points from T1, j(E: ) for all values E* except at most 3’(dJ+‘). On the other hand, 
if #TV,,< fcx~ then #Tlqj(E*)<#Tl,j(ET) for all apart of a finite number of val- 
ues &F E%, see Proposition 6 from Section 1. This immediately implies the required 
assertion. 
Further, for every point 5 E Cj\T{:, there exists at most one value E* such that 
i: E r,, I. There are at most 9’(ds+’ ) points which belong to more than one curve 
Cj, jEJ. 
Therefore, for all values E* except at most P(d”), the equality #Tf.j\Tlfj = #Tt,j(s*)\ 
Tili is valid and for every [f TI,~(E*)\~‘;:~ 
(i) if tj # WC21 then < +Z W(‘) 
(ii) if tj E WC21 then t E Wc2)I V(s) = r(cj) and S(s) = 6((j). 
All these facts together directly imply the statement (b). The lemma is proved. 0 
(33) Return to the construction of the required linear forms. Compute all the points 
of the sets 
W(l) n i-qh,,, ) n 8(z,” s+2,.‘.,~::)\w(2), 
W(‘)nzi?(h,+,)n27(L” ,+,,...,L;)n wc2) 
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which are subsets in P’(k). For every point 
XE W(‘)n~(h,+,)nB(L~+:,,...,L::)n wc2) 
compute Y(X) and 6(x). Further, compute 
a” = rX(L::,, . . . ) L;)=(N,“,N;‘,p”)EA. 
Enumerate points x E IV(‘) n T(h,+I ) n S?(L~+,, . . . , Lz) n Wc2). 
(34) Let x E W(r) n 2F(h,+, ) n T(L” s+2 ,..., L;)nW(2). Let x=(x0: . . . :x,) where 
x0, ,x, E k and xp # 0 for some 0 < p 5 n. Let Yo, . . . , Y,, ZO, . . , Z,, Z(’ ) be new vari- 
ables, 
EO > 0 an infinitesimal relative to the field k, 
~1 >O an infinitesimal relative to the field I, 
c2 > 0 an infinitesimal relative to the field k(sg, &I), 
~3 > 0 an infinitesimal relative to the field k(sa, cl, ~2) and the field K3 = k(ag, ~1, ~2, ~3). 
Denote Y = T(X) and 6 = S(x), and S, = L,j - (L,,,/L,,o)(x)L,,o for all Y + 1 <j < n. 
Consider the following system of equations and inequalities with coefficients in K3 
’ hi = 0, l<i<s+l, 
hi(Yo,...,Yn)=O, l<i<s+l, 
hi(Z,, . . ,Z,) = 0, 1 <i<s, 
S,(XJ - Y, )...) X, - Y,)=O, r+l<j<n, 
&,0(X0 - Yo,...,& - Y,)=O, 
h,T+,(Zo,. ,Z,)Z(‘) -X;+’ = 0, 
Lemma 21. Let XE W,Ll then there exists a solution of system (8) in A3nf4(Kj) with 
respect to some real structure. 
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Proof. We have n > s + 1. Therefore, there exists a curve C irreducible and defined 
over K and such that xECcl+$, and Cc W (‘f Hence, x is an isolated point of . 
C n W(2). Using the equations for C with coefficients from k one can construct a point 
(XL,..., X:,) E A’+‘(m) such that Lr,&r~,. . ,xA) =L,.,&o,. . .,x,) (this is a condition 
of norming when one goes from IFD” to /an+’ ), the point X’ = (xh : . . . : XL) E C and 
Cs~j<~ lxI -Xi12= ~1, cf. the proof of Lemma 9. Hence, X’ @ FVy(2). 
Denote Sf = L,j - (L~,j/~~,~)(X’)L~.* for all Y f I <i <n. Let U2 be a component of 
Wc2) such that x E U, and dim IJ, = n - r. We have #Uz n S(S:+, . . , SL) < tm by 
Proposition 6 from Section 1 since 
#U2 n wY,r+I - (r;,;,,l!L,O)(X)Lr,O,. . .,Lr,il - (L,,/L,o)txwr,o)~ +a 
see step (29). Therefore, again by Proposition 6 from Section I, there exist y& . . . , y; E 
k(q) such that y’=(yl,: . . . :y~)~Uzn%(“(S~+,,..., SL) with the condition of norming 
J%,o(y&..., y;)=&o(Xo,..., x,) and Co5 i 5:n Iy( - x,12 is an infinitesimal relative to 
the field k. We have x’ # y’. So CO+,_ Iy: - Xii2 I so and ~O<i<n 1~; - ~11~ 2 82. 
_- 
There exists a point z’ = (z& . . . , z~)cAn+‘(k(&,,Ej)) such that (z&: . . . :z;)E IV(‘), 
k+t(z’)#O and CO<i<n 1~; -$/‘f~. -- 
Set z(l) = (~~)~+‘/h,+l(z’). 
Thus, (x:, ...) x;,yt, ).... y;,z;, I...) z;,z (I)) gives a solution of system (8) in A3”+4(K3). 
The lemma is proved. cl 
Lemma 22. Let (x&. , . ,a$,, y&. . _, J&Z&. . . ,z$z(‘)) E A3”+4(~) be an arbitrary so- 
lution of system (8) with respect o some real structure. Denote x” = (XI, : . . . :xL) E 
P”(K). Set St,. (xl) =x1* for 0 5 i 5 n, stCl (x”)=x* =(X,* : . . . :x,*) E jFOn(k(sa,s1,s2,)) 
and Ly’=LT - (L~/L$)(x*)L~+, for s + 2<j<n. Then X” E W(‘)nS(h,y+,) and 
“(L;;:‘:,, . . . Jr)> x”. 
Proof. We have z”=(zh: . . . :z:)E@‘(~) since /zi(z”)= . . . =h,(z”)=O and 
h,+*(z”)# 0. so x* = stq (X”) = St,:, (2”) E IV’) since IV(‘) is defined over k. Let us 
show that one of the following statements i fulfilled (all the varieties here are con- 
sidered in V(k(&o, ai. ~2, )) 
(a) x* E ~(1)n~(~~+~)\~(2), 
(b) xx E W(l) n Z?‘(h,~+i ) n W(2) and r(x*) >T(x) 
(c) x* E IV(‘) n Zi?(f~,+~ ) n Wt2), 3-(x*) = Y(X) and s(n*) <6(x). 
Indeed, it is sufficient to prove (c) if (a) and (b) are not satisfied. It is fulfilled 
x* E IV(*) since (a) is not satisfied and T(x*) 2 Y(X) since X* belongs to an infinitesimal 
neighborhood of x. Now r(x*) = v(x) = r since (b) is not satisfied. 
Denote ST = L,i - (~~,j/~~,~)(x*)~~,~ for all r + 1 _<j 5 n. Set y” = (y& : . . . : yi) 
E E=‘(G) and st,:, (Y() = Y” for 0 < iln, St,,(y”)=y*=(yo*: . . . :y,*)E 
p”(k(&o, ei 3 E2,)). 
We have Lr,j(xc - yt , . . . ,x,* -y,*)=O for alljE{O,r+l,...,n} sinceL,j(Xh-y& 
. . . ,xA -yA) = 0 for all J’ E (0, r+ 1,. . . , n} and the forms L,j have the coefficients from k. 
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Therefore, Si*(x*) = Sj*(y*) = 0 for all r + 1 <j 5 n. Besides that, 
x*/y* 
since &<r,n Ix: - y;I’ 2 E?; and, hence Co 5iln IX,* - y* (* > 42. 
Denote by T*(x) the set of x=(x,: . . . :x~)EP”(~(Eo,E,,E~,)) such that $(x)=0 
for all r + 1 <_ j 5 12, hi(~) = 0 for all 1 2 i < Y and C o < i <n \xi -Xi I2 is an infinitesimal 
relative to the field k. So x*, y* E T*(x). The nonzero coefficients of the form Sj - q,! 
are infinitesimal for every r + 1 < j < n. So Lemma 19 entails that 
6(x) = c s(x)>s(x*)+6(y*)>6(x*)+ 1 
%E r*(x) 
and the assertion (c) is proved. 
Proposition 6 from Section 1 implies that for every 
4 E W(l) n Z(h,+, ) n a(Ly+,, . . . ,I,“) n 
there exists 
(* E WC’) n 2r(h,+, ) n ,(L”’ $+*,...,L:‘) 
such that stEO,E,,I:Z (<*) = i” where st,,,,,,cz = St,, o St,,, o stEZ, see Section 1. 
Further, 
(i) if [E ?V(‘)\W(2) then t* E W(t)\W(*), 
(ii) if 5 E Wc2) and [* E W c2) then either r(t*)>r(t) or r(t*)=~(t) and S([*)< 
s(r). 
Therefore, ~(Lfi’:,, . . . , Lz’) > cc”. Further, if for at least one such 5 E Wc2) one of the 
conditions 5” E W (2), r(t*)=r(l) and S(l*)=S(<) fails then ~(Lyi’:,,. . .,Lr)>cc’! But 
at least one of these conditions is not satisfied for r =x, r* =x* due to the fact that 
one of conditions (a), (b) or (c) is fulfilled for x*. The lemma is proved. 0 
(35) Now construct a solution 
(xt, )...) x;,y; )...) y;,zI, )...) Z;,Z(‘))EA3”f4(~) 
of system (8) with respect to some real structure on k or ascertain that system (8) has 
no solutions in A3n+4(G). 
Consider the case when system (8) has a solution. Denote x” =(xA : . . . :xA) E 
P”(K). Construct, cf. step (26), ste3 (x”) =x* = (x,* : . . :x,*) E P”(k(b -3,82, )) 
and the linear forms L:(’ = ~57 - (Ly/Ly+, )(x* )Ly+, for s + 2 <j < n. Compute 
x(q$, ..,Lr)=cco. We have x”<oro by Lemma 22. 
Set the property d of forms Ds+2,. . . ,D,, to be a(D,+z,. . . ,D,,) > a~. Apply the sec- 
ond auxiliary algorithm taking into account Definition 17 and Remark 18 with the addi- 
tional property .d for input and output linear forms to the forms Ly!:,, . . . , Lr. So we get 
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linear forms 4+2,. . . , M, with integer coefficients such that a(M,+2,. . . ,A4,) > a0 > cc”, 
i.e., 
a(A4,+2,. ,M,) > cI(L;+2,. . . ,LZ). 
Now replace L,y++2,. . , Li by Ms+2,. . ,M, and return to step (33). 
Consider the case when system (8) has no solutions. In this case x @ W,!+t 
by Lemma 21 and we proceed to the consideration of the next element x E IV(‘) n 
z(h,+, )n z(L;+‘,,, . . ,L;) n W2). 
If all such x were enumerated go to next step (36). 
(3) Thus, we have enumerated all the elements from 
WC’) n LT(h,+, ) n LqL” s+2,...,L3n Wc2) 
and ascertain by Lemma 21 that for every 
XE W(‘)n~(h,+,)n~(L.~+,,...,L~)n w (2) 
it is satisfied x # &>, Therefore, 
F>, n .zT(L;+~, . . Li) n wc2) = 0, 
see step (23). 
Set L’S+’ ) z L’! 
L(“+l) ’ p,’ 
f or all s + 2 < j < II. We have constructed the required linear forms 
$+_2 1..., n . 
If N5(L;+2, . . . , Lt) = 0 then W,>, = 0, and for every component Lit of 9&o,. . . , gm) 
the inequality dim Ui > 12 - s is valid. So we have computed the required set {dim K: 
i ~1’) from the statement of Theorem 3. The step s + 1 is final in this case and 
so=s+ 1. 
If N5(L;+2, , Li) # 0 then we return to step (J), replace s by s + 1 and go to the 
step s + 2 (recall that n >s + 1, see step (23)). 
(37) Let n =s + 1. Construct the set V, in a way similar to steps (3), (4). 
If V, = 8 then for every component U1 of 9’(go,. . . , gm) the inequality dim Ui > 1 
is true. So we have computed the required set {dim l+j : i E I’} from the statement of 
Theorem 3. The step n is final in this case and so = n. 
If V, # 0 then we go to step (22), replacing s by s + 1. 
Remark 23. Actually the set K+i is constructed at the step s and it is not necessary 
to construct it again at the beginning of the step s + 1 in steps (J), (4) or (22). 
(38) In order to estimate the working time of the described algorithm note that by 
Lemma 20 (a) there are at most P(#+‘) returns from step (35) to step (33). Similarly 
there are at most dS returns from steps (l7) and (a) to step (3). 
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The required estimation for the working time of the described algorithm follows 
directly from the estimations for the working time of the algorithms applied. Theorem 3 
is proved. 
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